Helpful Tips on Writing Research Papers

Purdue Online Writing Lab (Excellent)
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/1/

Help with Writing Research Papers
http://mason.gmu.edu/~montecin/writ-pap.htm

How to Write a Literature Review
http://library.ucsc.edu/ref/howto/literaturereview.html

Writing for Philosophy
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/philosophy/

Citation Help
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/
PHILOSOPHY Journals that SAU owns on the shelves in the SAU Library

AMERICAN CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY "v.64-, 1990-
APPLIED PHILOSOPHY
BRITISH JOURNAL OF AESTHETICS "v.1-, 1960-
BRITISH SOCIETY FOR PHENOMENOLOGY JOURNAL
BROWNSON'S QUARTERLY REVIEW "1845-1862, 1864, 1873-1875"
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS JOURNAL "v.12-, 1993-
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ETHICS "v.1-, 1982-
ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS "v.12-, 1990-
ETHICS "v.102:2-, 1992-
FIRST THINGS "#111-, 2000-
HASTINGS CENTER REPORT "v.1-, 1971-
HUMANIST "v.42-, 1982-
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHILOSOPHY "v.1-, 1983-
INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY "v.1-11, 1961-1971"
JBSP (JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH SOCIETY FOR PHENOMENOLOGY) "v.10-24, 1979-1993"
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS ETHICS "v.9-, 1990-
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ETHICS "v.24-, 1998-
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ETHICS. MEDICAL HUMANITIES ED. "v.26-, 2000-
JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND PHILOSOPHY "v.18-, 1993-
JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF IDEAS "v.20-, 1959-
MODERN SCHOOLMAN "v.24-57:1, 1946-1979"
PEACE & CONFLICT "BEGINS IN 2002"
PHILOSOPHERS' INDEX "v.1-28, 1967-
PHILOSOPHIC EXCHANGE "v.1-17, 1970-1986"
PHILOSOPHY TODAY "v.24-, 1979-
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS "v.1-, 1992-
REVIEW OF METAPHYSICS "v.17-, 1963-
TEACHING PHILOSOPHY "v.4-16, 1981-1993"
TELOS "v.38-96, 1978-1993"
THOUGHT "v.1-67, 1926-1992"
TRADITIO "v.14-, 1958-
TRANSACTIONS OF THE CHARLES S. PEIRCE SOCIETY "v.15-26, 1979-1990"